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Stationary stimulated Mandel'shtam-Brillouin scattering is investigated in paramagnetic crystals under
acoustic paramagnetic resonance conditions in an optical cavity, the crystal being an acoustic
resonator. Generation of a single Stokes component is considered. The threshold condition for
stationary stimulated Mandel'shtam-Brillouin scattering under acoustic paramagnetic resonance
conditions is obtained. It is shown that the threshold for stimulated Mandel'shtam-Brillouin
scattering is lowered in the case of an inverted population of the energy levels. A method for
investigating acoustic paramagnetic resonance on the basis of stimulated Mandel'shtam-Brillouin
scattering is proposed.

Theoretical investigation of stimulated Mandel' shtam- where Eo(r 1) exp [ikoZ] is the axial mode, the eigenfreBrillouin scattering in piezosemiconductors (1, 2J has
quency of which is close to the frequency of the external
shown that under conditions of acoustic instability
exciting beam; E_ 1s(r 1) exp [-ik_ 1sz] are the axial
(acoustic instability results when the drift velocity of
modes with eigenfrequencies close to the first Stokes
the electrons exceeds the sound velocity in the piezofrequency w-l' Here the spectrum of the function
semiconductor, a situation which is achieved by the apG" o(t) exp (-inot) is concentrated near the frequency no,
plication of a constant electric field of sufficient magniwhich we assume to be equal to the frequency of the extude), a Significant decrease takes place in the threshold ternal exciting beam; the spectra of the functions
for stimulated Mandel'shtam-Brillouin scattering. In
G" _ls(t)exP (-iw_1st) are concentrated in the vicinity of
this connection, it is of interest to consider another
w- 1 • The z axis is directed along the axis of the cavity.
source of acoustic instability, namely spin-phonon interaction. For this purpose, we consider stationary stimuThe acoustic field in the crystal will be sought in the
lated Mandel'shtam-Brillouin scattering in paramagnetic form
crystals under conditions of acoustic paramagnetic
11> (r, t) = ~ IMt)E. (r.L) E_ u (r.L) exp[i(k,z-ro,t) j+ C.c.
(2)
resonance (APR) in an optical cavity, assuming that the
I
crystal represents an acoustic resonator. We limit ourselves to consideration of the generation of a Single
This notation for <I>(r, t) will be made clear by the folStokes component (stationary stimulated Mandel' shtamlowing presentation.
Brillouin scattering in an optical cavity filled to the borWe obtain the equations which describe stimulated
ders with homogeneous matter with generation of an
Mandel' shtam - Brillouin scattering in paramagnets under
arbitrary number of Stokes components has been conAPR conditions from the equation of motion of an elastic
sidered by Lugovol and Strel'tsov. (3J).
medium
1. Initial conditions: a) an open optical cavity is ex0'11>,
OTJj
p. --at' = a;; ,
(3)
cited by an external laser beam of specified intensity,
incident along the axis of the cavity; b) the axis of symT,;=ciil"U"+l'jIo,E.E,+R'I,
(3a)
metry of a uniaxial paramagnetic crystal (the c axis) is
parallel to the axis of the optical cavity; c) it is assumed and the Maxwell equation
that selection of axial modes is accomplished in the cava'D
al.
rotrotE=
ity, so that only characteristic oscillations with the
(4)
Ot' ,.. at '
smallest transverse numbers, differing only in the
D,= (e';-l'jIo'U,,) E;,
(4a)
values of the axial index, possess sufficient Q; d) the
reflection coefficients of the mirrors for the first Stokes where Tij are the elements of the stress tensor, ~j are
component are close to unity, and those for the second
the components of the magnetoelastic tensor, Yijkl and
are sufficiently small (use of interference mirrors), or
Eij are the electrostrictive and dielectric constants,
an absorber is introduced in the cavity at the frequency
Cijkl are the elements of the elasticity tensor, Ukl
of the second Stokes component. Then the second Stokes
= a~/ax are the elements of the deformation tensor,
component will not be excited in the cavity; e) the mir"'k are the components of the elastic displacement vecrors of the resonators are assumed to be plane; f) magnetically dilute crystals are considered, so that the spin- tor (<I> is directed along the z axis, +(0, 0, <1»), Ek and Di
are the components of the electric field and the electric
spin interactions can be neglected,
displacement, J ex is the external current due to the exWith our initial conditions the electric field E(r, t) in ternal beam, Po is the density of the crystal, and /10 the
the cavity has the form [4J :1)
magnetic permeability of the vacuum.
If we introduce the notation R zz = Rand Uzz = U,
E (r, t) =<If. (t)E. (r.L) exp[i(k.z-Q.t) j
then we can determine the necessary value of R from the
(1)
relation
+ ~ <If_I' (t)E_!. (r.L)exp[ -i (k_"z+ro_"t) ]+c.c"
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where N is the concentration of paramagnetic ions, Jfc
is the Hamiltonian of spin-phonon interaction, and (J the
density matrix. USing the stationary solution for the
populations of the levels and the elements of the density
matrix, [5] we can represent the expression for R in the
form
R,= -lix'T,n.

J

Consequently, in accord with Lugovol, [4J we can consider
the stationary solutions for Eqs. (6a) and (6b) of the set
(6). We obtain the following from Eq. (6a), assuming the
left side to be equal to zero:
-$_ .. =

(9)

1...-1&
. . ,
obtalll an equahon for W z ;; Lrzl2, uSlllg Eq.

[(~ )'T +i]U [(~ )"]
ro,
,g
ro
d(~ro)"exp[i(k,z-ro,t) ]+c.c. We
_~ 1+[ (~ro)'T,]'+4x'T.T,IU.l'
(5) the relation (9):

W,= -2h,W'+2TJ~ I$.I'W,.

Iix=<aiJIC,ib>=<bIJIC,la),
where a and b enumerate the energy levels of interest
to us; no is the initial difference in the populations of
levels a and b (the lower and upper levels); (AW)'
= w' - wz; (AW)" = wba - w' = Wo - Wi; Tl and T2 are the
spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation times for the pair
of levels a and b; Uz = Vz exp i(kZz - wzt) + complex conjugate; g(AW) are functions of the shape of the APR line.
Substituting the expressions (1), (2), (3a), (4a), (5) in
Eqs. (3) and (4), we obtain in the approximation of slowly
varying amplitudes

Is _.. =-x.d.$.~:-1-.- ..$ -h,
8 ="/.. L, d.,$ _I.'~.'-A.$.+F,
~,= -TJ$0$~1I-(h,+il\')IJ,;
TJ=1./2p.vo; h,=1/2V .[cx.'+a.,j;
l\'=ro,~,;

X'=1,ro./2N.;

"/..=1,ro_ ..!2N_ h

;

nlix'ro,n.g(ro.-ro,)

.,

p.v.'Il+4x'k,'T.T,IIJ,I'P'

Now, setting the left sides of (6b) and (10) equal to zero,
applying (9), and solving the set of algebraic equations,
we get the desired stationary solutions. We consider the
small- and large-signal approximations.
In the small-signal approximation, we can write the
relation (7) as
(11)

(6c)

1;' 0

h,'1-._ I ,
I ;; It ,_
---,

1,=183",
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The threshold conditions for generation of stimulated
Mandel'shtam-Brillouin scattering can be determined by
following Lugovol: [4J

JIE_ .. I'dV

_ Iz.I' C BIl' a"'a_I,, V, [ !
S .---~
33 C - - - - - - Wm
efto
1.1, k"k-H' V,

2] ,

(13)

where E = Ell = E22; C 33 = C3333; Q'~ 0 = Q'~ 0 + Q'~, f3 = w~ O.
Consequently, for the case of inversion of population of
the energy levels considered (Le., when no and hence
also QI~ are negative), we can obtain a decrease in the
threshold of stimulated Mandel'shtam-Brillouin scattering. As is seen from Eq. (12), the small-signal approximation is valid for Q'~o + Q'~ > 0 and IZol2 ~ IZolthr'

f I (E.E~ ..) l'dV,

where the integral is only over the crystal. Finally,
where c is the velocity of light; Q'~, Q'-lt are the
phenomenological absorption coefficients of the optical
modes; F is a term due to the external beam; Ell = Ell
= E22.
It is obvious that

(8)

where V 1, V 2 are the volumes of the optical and acoustic
resonators, respectively.
3. Since the difference in populations of the energy
levels is inversely proportional to the temperature, the
effect of APR on the stimulated Mandel' shtam - Brillouin
scattering will be perceptible only at low (liquid-helium)
temperatures. We can then assume that A_S' Ao »hr
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wher~ the index ~ 0 is att~che? !o the m~des /or which the
quantity h~A_1~h1x~d~ IS mmlmal. (h~ = Y2VO(QlO
+ Q'we)). We write down this threshold condition for the
Poynting flux So, taking the relation (8) into account:
I

where the integration is carried out over the optical
cavity and
d.=k.

1$,1,

TJ"/."d"

is a dimensionless quantity which characterizes the
change in the sound velocity due to the spin-phonon
interaction (the expressions for G'WZ and f3z were obtained
for large inhomogeneous broadening). Further,
N_ .. =BII

(12)

~

2p.vo'[1+4x'k,'T,T,IIJ,I'l'"

JIE.I'dV,

W1=o,

I"
_ rh,:1-._
IZoI':;"IZ0 I't h
----,

~ __ nlix'n.T,(roo-ro,)g(roo-ro,)

No=BII

TJ"/.,d,

Tl't= A.1-._" {I~.I -1}.

is the sound absorption coefficient due to spin-phonon
interaction;
,-

(10)

1-.-11

(6b)

where Y2 = Y 1133; Vo is the sound velocity in the crystal
without account of spin-phonon interaction; G'~ is the
phenomenological sound-absorption coefficient;
cx =

(6c) and

Then the first of the states of equilibrium is determined
by the equations (we denote the solutions by a tilde over
the corresponding quantities): 80 = F/Ao =:= Zo, Wz = D.
The stimulated Mandel' shtam - Brillouin scattering is
absent in the corresponding oscillation regime. The remaining equilibrium positions have the form (for all

(6a)

0
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In the large-signal approximation (this means larger
values of IZol2 in comparison with IZolfur) we have

and the position of equilibrium is determined by the relations
liol,.'"" voao"1-.- II• , W","" A.A_II, ~ol.
(14)
2TJ"/.IA.

"/.o"/."d",' 18 0 1.",

Under the large-signal conditions, saturation of the
transition between the energy levels of interest to us
takes place and the spin-phonon interaction does not
have an effect on the stimulated Mandel' shtam - Brillouin
scattering (cf. (12) and (14)).
4. We estimate the stimulated Mandel'shtam-BrillR. G. Deminov and B. I. Kochelaev
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ouin scattering threshold without account of the spinphonon interaction at the temperature of liquid helium
(4.2°K). For this purpose, we use the expression (13),
where we must replace O!~ by O!~ o. Using the following
So
0
typical values of the quantities for solids: C 33 = 5
X 1010 N/m 2, O!~ 0 = 10 m -\ 0!_1~ 0 = 10 m -1, k~ 0 = 41T10 6
m-\ k-1~0 = 2rr106 m- 1, E~/Y1Y2:::; 1, c = 3 X 10 8 m/sec,
we obtain So 2: ~ 1.9 X 10 7 YN2 W/m 2• The intensity of
the laser beam necessary for the creation of such a field
in the cavity, according to Lugovol and Strel'tsov, [3J for
mirror reflection coefficients ~ 0.8 and an opticalresonator length ~2 cm is SiL ) 2: ~ 1.9 x
x 106 Yl/Y2 W/m 2• Considering such a relation between
the volumes of the resonators, when the threshold is
minimal, i.e., assuming that Y 1:::; Y 2, we have S~L)
::s ~1.9 x 10 6 W/m 2 • Using a He-Ne laser operating in
the continuous mode (power"'" 80 mW), and focusing its
beam (so that the diameter of the beam ""'0.02 cm), we
can achieve an intensity of the beam ~2.5 x 10 6 W/m 2 •
Consequently, using ordinary lasers operating in a continuous mode, the threshold condition for stimulated
Mandel' shtam - Brillouin scattering can be entirely satisfied.
We now estimate the value of

O!~

at resonance

(w~ 0 = wo) for ruby (Cr 3 + in Al 20 3). The Hamiltonian of

the spin-phonon interaction has the form
~,=3/zG"U[8,'_'/38 (8+1)

1,

where G 33 is the constant of spin-phonon interaction in
the Voigt notation.
Let the constant magnetic field Ho be directed at an
angle to the c axis of the crystal equal to twice that of
the pump (8 = 54° 44'). Then the energy levels (and there
are four of them, S = 3/2) are distributed symmetrically
with respect to the line of zero energy. In this case, the
pair of levels of interest to us will be levels 2 and 3
(the enumeration is from 1 to 4 in the direction of increasing energy). To create an inverted population,
pumping is carried out between levels 2-4 and 1-3 with
frequency wp = W42 = W31; W32 = Wo. For a constant magnetic field Ho = 4000 G, using the tables of matrix elements and wave functions for ruby, [6J we determine the
transition frequencies (vp ' vo) and the quantity which
characterizes the spin-phonon coupling K with account of
the fact that for ruby G33 = 6.04 cm -1; K = 8.36
X lOll sec- l , vp = 24.0 GHz, Vo = 9.0 GHz. From (11) we
obtain
,

hX'(jJ.T,"

alf(l~~no,

T,"
g(O)""-.

n

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature
in OK, I the inversion coefficient, which, in the case of
equality of all the spin-lattice relaxation times, is equal
to I = 1 - vp/vo; N is the concentration of paramagnetic
ions. For the following values of the various quantities
(T = 4;'2°K): Vo"'" 3 X 103 m/sec; C 3 3"'" 5 X 1010 N/m 2,
Ti"'" 1.4 x 10-8 sec, we get o!;"o "'" -0.187 X 10-18 N cm-1
(N in cm -3). For the same frequencies and the same K,
but in the three-level scheme, O!~o ~ -0.5 X 10-19 N cm-1.
Thus, for strong dilution (0.01-0.1%), the damping coefficient due to the spin-phonon interaction can be ~O!~ 0
in absolute value, which, for liquid-helium temperatures
(4.2°K), "'" 0.1 cm-1•
5. The following method of investigation of APR on
the basis of the stimulated Mandel'shtam-Brillouin scattering can be proposed. By varying the intensity of the
laser radiation and each time initiating stimulated
Mandel'shtam-Brillouin scattering by a change in the
constant magnetic field Ho, we can study the phenomenon
of APR over the entire range of frequencies corresponding to the width of the APR line.
This method has excellent prospects for the following
reasons: a) the hypersound necessary for the experiment
is generated right in the crystal under study. Consequently, there is no problem in obtaining satisfactory
coupling between the piezoelectric transducer and the
paramagnetic crystal; b) from estimates, it is seen that
the effect is perceptible (i.e., I o!~~ I ~
for crystals
with very strong magnetic dilution, ~ 0.01%, and with
small values of the constant of spin-phonon interaction;
c) these experiments can be carried out with the help of
ordinary low-power gas lasers (of the He-Ne type),
working in a continuous regime.

01)
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l)We assume that Eo. KlS lie in the xy plane.
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In the strong-pump approximation no"'" hvoNl/4 kBT,
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